
ACADEMIC WRITING FOR BUSINESS RESEARCH

Academic writing is formal, using the third person, while business writing is a short work explaining a part of a particular
work; Research article or research.

Your narrative should not include regional dialects or slang terms because they can be open to interpretation;
be direct and concise using standard English. All effective writing communicates something important clearly
and concisely to its audience. They want to know what to do or what the company is going to do next.
Business writing has shorter and less complex sentences and vocabulary as compared to academic writing.
Technical details such as capitalization and comma placement vary from style to style, and you should always
follow the correct guidelines. Descriptive writing. Rarely do business writers write to learn, to communicate
what they know, or to give a glimpse of how their mind works. The language uses precise words and does not
include slang words, jargon, or abbreviations. Writing Center. Students write to learn. However, nothing will
undermine the validity of your study quicker than the inappropriate application of a term or concept. Stylish
Academic Writing. The writing within these organizations serves different purposes, addresses different
audiences, and arises in response to a very different set of problems. This could be very formal or informal,
depending on your individual circumstance. Clear Organization Effective writing is well-organized by topic,
and topics flow in a way the reader can easily follow. You are also expected to start with a sort of intro which
is untrue for business writing. As a result, business writing entries appear shorter than academic entries. They
need to prove they can think about and apply what they learned. For business professionals, the documents
they produce are seldom a final product. Process Students too often write an assignment alone and deliver it to
the instructor without showing their writing to anybody else. Subject-specific dictionaries are the best places
to confirm the meaning of terms within the context of a specific discipline. Institute for Writing Rhetoric.
Business Writers design their documents to be visually attractive and to allow their readers at least two ways
of reading documents â€” quickly by scanning, or more slowly for details. Numbered lists and bulleted items.
Excellent Grammar. Here are some of the formats that incorporate academic writing with explanations of
some. There should be narrative links between sentences and paragraphs so that the reader is able to follow
your argument. When they paraphrase or quote outside sources, their documentation styles vary according to
the conventions of their organization and the needs of their audiences. There is much more involved in
academic writing than in business writing. Business writers often recommend specific courses of action to
their readers. Take advantage of the Writing Center on campus if you need help. Tone Students establish a
knowledgeable yet inquiring tone in their writing that shows they have gained a measure of control over their
topic and thesis. You should, therefore, state the strengths of your arguments confidently, using language that
is neutral, not confrontational or dismissive. To do otherwise is simply story-telling. Since you are more
familiar with student versions of academic writing rather than the kinds of writing your professors produce
within their professions, the summary below covers some of the key differences between classroom writing
and business writing. Business Writers often write a table of contents, an executive summary, company
descriptions, industry analyses, strategic analyses, and recommendations. Refer to these three basic resources
to help your grammar and writing skills:. The Writing Center. Audiences for business writing â€” managers,
employees, customers, engineers, regulatory agencies, lawyers, stockholders, etc. Finally, business documents
are often stored on electronic databases to produce a corporate memory. Ownership Finally, we have the
ownership of your content.


